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Finding your niche for 

practice growth without the stress 

 

Your ‘ideal’ client 
 

Your ideal client is the person who you love to work with. You’re intrigued by their situation, you feel 

motivated to help them, they listen to you and appreciate you, do their “homework”, and achieve 

solid results. You get to witness and play a hand in this, which energizes you.  

Knowing exactly who your ideal client is means you can home in on them specifically in your marketing 

efforts. Understanding your niche and your ideal client is a fundamental first step in the growth of an 

amazing practice or side-gig, and a chance to reinvigorate an existing business where you may 

currently be seeing everyone for everything.  

When business owners are first starting, a scattergun approach is quite typical. This makes sense 

seeing as almost zero university degrees prepare health and wellness professionals for the growing of 
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a business. The scattergun method (where you’re trying to appeal to everyone and anyone in the hope 

that they become a quality client) leads to a loss of money as you go up against major competitors 

with way more marketing spend than you. Often it leaves people feeling burnt out as well.  

Don’t worry, there’s a solution and it only requires your persistence. If you have a bucket of money 

you want to spend, that’s awesome and you’ll get there faster, but if not, a DIY approach will work for 

you. Most of us embark on the latter option! In both cases, the same strategies apply to reach success. 

You got through years of study, I bet you can get through this.  

 

Who are you targeting and what can you do for them? 
 

 

Think about your favorite clients 

The ones who leave you feeling energized and who you know you’ve truly helped. What do they have 

in common? Do they have a common gender? Are they in a similar age bracket? Do they have kids? 

Play sport? Are they executives?  

Brainstorm common themes: 

 

 

 

What is their mindset like? What do they believe about the world? What do they value and what are 

they interested in? What are their aspirations? In other words, think about their psychographics as 

well as their basic demographics. Psychographics will tell you much more about your ideal client.  

Brainstorm psychographics (what does your ideal client believe about the world?): 
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Now think about the areas you love working in  
What very specific areas do you love working in? When do you get a burst of energy with a client? 

We’re trying to find your niche. Take a dietitian for example. This dietitian is vegan and truly believes 

in the way of life that comes with having a vegan diet. A niche, in this case, is not seeing clients who 

are vegetarian for dietary advice. An example of a niche in this case would be seeing clients who are 

vegan and who are needing bariatric surgery.  

Take a psychologist. A niche is not seeing clients for anxiety. A niche here could be seeing emerging 

leaders aged between 27 and 40 who are having difficulty communicating at work with their team. 

This is causing them frustration because the lack of team performance is making them look bad.  

Brainstorm areas you love: 

 

 

 

 

Let’s take it a step further  
In the emerging leader example above, think about what someone would type into the Google Giant 

(i.e. Google search bar) if they wanted some help. It might be “frustrated at work message not getting 

through” or “help for anger at work”. Unless this person knows a psychologist or has some experience 

in this area, they won’t type in “psychologist for anxiety” necessarily.  

When this person clicks on your search result for “frustrated at work message not getting through”, 

ideally, they will click through to your website, and land on a page that feels made for them. This is 

how you cut through the noise online. If this person goes to a very generic landing page, where you 

talk about seeing everyone and anyone, that doesn’t feel as good to the client. This can devalue what 

amazing services and products you have to offer.  

When a client feels like you’ve been made just for them, they are more likely to engage and become a 

paying client. Rapport starts getting built way before the actual appointment, and we all know that 

better rapport means better outcomes for your clients.   

 

Putting it all together 
It’s time to combine who you love working with, with what you love to do. At this stage, we only need 

one niche area (you can progress into further areas later once you have this process down pat).  

My ideal client and area (example): Typically, a 30- something male entrepreneur who’s  

experiencing anxiety due to a host of interpersonal problems. They tend to be the business owner 

and so may or may not have good communication skills. My ideal client prioritizes their health  

because it affects their work performance. They earn anywhere from $60K to $250K per year. 

They are not experiencing more than mild depression symptoms.  

 

My ideal client and area:  
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Why Niche? It’s the size of your pond that matters 
 

Do you want to be a big fish in a small pond or a 

little fish in a big pond? The first option is best, 

so you’re not wasting vast amounts of effort 

competing with big players. It is very rare that 

we come across someone that has a niche that’s 

too small – in fact, we never have. This could 

occur however, if you only plan on servicing 

your immediate geographic area. This is one of 

the reasons why we promote conducting at 

least some of your services over video. This 

allows you to remove the geographic barrier 

and allows clients to access the best person to help them – not simply the person that has an office 

down the road. You’ll be surprised at just how much you can do online, and how adaptable we are.  

The key here is to become excellent at servicing your niche and the people in it. One way to do this is 

to give them immense amounts of value. You want them to experience what you have to offer 

(hopefully you’re helping to transform their lives in some way) and be so pleased that they become 

one of your biggest supporters. Once you’ve dominated this niche, you can expand and create other 

niches to add to your offerings. But persistence and focus are required first and foremost.  

 

Need more motivation? The other benefits of niching down include: 
1. Enhanced Customer Relationships 

2. Reduced Competition  

3. Increased Visibility 

4. Word of Mouth Growth  

5. Gaining More Expertise  

6. Fewer Resources  

7. More Fun! 
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I know my niche & who my ideal clients are. I’ve re-written my landing 

pages so I’m speaking directly to my ideal clients, now what?  

 
If you have come this far all by yourself, high 

fives to you! We teach all of this plus way more 

in our online community and programs and see 

total transformations of businesses. It’s an 

invigorating group to be a part of. Most people 

need accountability to get this far, so you’re 

doing very well indeed.  

These are your next steps for the following six 

months. Yes, you read that right. If you’re in 

the business of growing your practice, 

generating revenue and feeling good about life, 

the following becomes “business as usual” activities – just like paying taxes (but more enjoyable).  

 

1. Only focus on your niche area. No exceptions.  
Don’t worry, you’ll still see clients that fall outside of your niche area (if you want), but we 

need to focus here. You can rinse and repeat this whole process later. 

 

2. Give your ideal clients a chance to get to know you.  
This means you need to communicate with them. There are over 100 social media sites to 

choose from. Choose one and become great at it. For most of you, this will either be 

Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram or YouTube. No scattergun approaches please – you do not 

need to be on all of the social media sites.  

 

3. Communicate effectively by adding value.  
Kind of like this amazing guide huh? But seriously, give your best stuff away to your potential 

ideal clients. Help them way before they come to see you. Let them engage with you. They 

need your help which is why they’re viewing your stuff and I dare say you’re doing them a 

disservice by not putting yourself out there at least once per week.   

 

4. Respect where people are in their “sales cycle”.  
50% of people experiencing a problem won’t buy from you or anyone else. Why? This is the 

way it works - human beings are complex creatures. Once you’ve accepted this, turn your 

attention back to being consistent with your communications. Whether that’s email, videos,  

blogs, podcasts, etc. When someone is ready to buy, you will be at the front of their minds 

because of the frequency and recency effect. You’ve made their decision an easy one.   

 

 

 


